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What is Warc?

Warc is an online knowledge service. 

We bring together the world’s best advertising ideas, research and 

practice together in one place, with case studies and papers about 

advertising from more than 50 leading global sources.
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Shopper Marketing: The new path to purchase

• Digital channels have made the path to purchase 

far more complex.

• This is epitomised by trends such as 

‘showrooming’.

• Marketers are responding by looking more 

carefully at new strategies and tactics to 

influence the entire purchase journey.

• This re-examination of customer journeys is 

prompting smart brands to rethink their 

approaches to building engagement, sales and 

brand loyalty.  



Shopper Marketing: Path to purchase

Case Study: Cover Girl Cosmetics

Challenge: 

• A crowded and competitive mass-market. 

• Consumers struggle to find right products for them.

Solution:

• Cover Girl developed digital tools taking women from 

point of inspiration to point of purchase.

• Online colour-matching service, online virtual make-up 

mirror and Facebook content.

Results:

• 1.3 million registered users of the platform.

• 45,000 mobile subscribers; 3,100 YouTube subscribers; 

1.7 million Facebook ‘likes’.

• Boosted upmarket brand perception of Cover Girl.



Shopper Marketing: Path to purchase
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Shopper Marketing: Path to purchase

• Consumers are now in control: 

Online travel agencies, meta-search engines (eg

Kayak) and travel communities (e.g TripAdvisor).

• Recession habits have stuck: 

Bargain deal-hunting born in the recession has 

become an ingrained buying behaviour. 

• Mobile is a key component: 

Consumers routinely use mobile apps to plan 

trips, receive alerts, read reviews and get 

directions. 

• Travel companies are going social: 

Suppliers are leveraging sites like Facebook and 

Twitter to connect and offer late deals to 

consumers.

• Expectations have risen: 

Empowered , savvy consumers now want more 

authentic, tailored holidays.



Mobile Media in the marketing mix 

• Smartphones have enabled digitally-enhanced 

downtime.

• Smartphone penetration varies by consumer 

demographic. Tablets are changing the game 

again.

• Marketers must understand how their audience 

uses mobile devices if they are to build a credible 

mobile strategy. 

• Mobile is personal: need to devise engagement 

strategies that are genuinely useful and relevant.



Mobile in the marketing mix

Case study: TUI UK & Ireland: My Thomson app

• TUI’s UK brand, Thomson, created a mobile app to enhance holiday experiences.

• Customers could book excursions whilst on holiday, driving ancillary sales.

• It also featured hotel information, weather reports, local entertainment and more.

• The app drove bookings was downloaded 136,000 times, and 8,500 customers 

logged in daily.



Mobile in the marketing mix

Case study: Disney – Catching up with mobile technology

• Changing consumer behaviour required Disney to bring mobile products and services 

to the heart of its customer proposition.

• Mobile was embedded throughout the customer journey – from booking to vacation.

• The offering: mobile booking and management, and a “Mobile Magic” app for its theme 

parks including QR codes, appointments with characters and dining reservations.



Social Media in the Marketing Mix

• Growth in the usage of social media has outpaced 

marketers’ understanding of it.

• Early evidence from Warc case study collection 

suggested that many campaigns with the social elements 

were small-scale and experimental. 

• But smart brands are now integrating social media into 

the heart of their strategies.

• Effective social campaigns often prioritise the adoption of 

a sharable, content-led mindset and the social 

articulation of a brand idea and the inclusion of some key 

campaign element.



Social Media in the Marketing Mix

Case study: Curators of  Sweden

• Objective: change the world’s perception of Sweden to a progressive country.

• Curators of Sweden – the most dramatic twitter account, @sweden.

• Followers increased from 8k to 16k within 4 weeks, reaching 65k in 120 countries.

• Response rates increased from 40% to 575%; generated US$40m of press coverage.



Future trends – where are we heading?

• Sharing economy – Airbnb is just the beginning.

• Peer to peer – reputations built (and broken) by WOM.

• Digital-, mobile- and social-first strategies.

• Traditional media will still be important.

• Data will drive personalisation and customer centricity.

• The ‘Internet of things’ will bring a world of unprecedented 

connectivity.


